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Soft Script: Call Agent on Loopnet

Call an agent found on Loopnet.com
Begin by Introducing yourself:

You: Hey, I’m _________. I’m a real estate investor in ___________(City, Town); is now a good
time for you to talk?

Agent responds.

You: I just wanted to give you a call; I found your information online and you seem to be rockin
'and rollin as a real estate agent. Just to be sure, you are a listing agent right?

Agent: Yes I am.

You: In case we get disconnected, do you mind if I your contact information such as your email,
phone number? Secondly, I want to send you my credibility pre-qualification package, which
includes a copy of my pre-approval, prequalification from my mortgage lender, my bank
statement, and my personal financial statement. Also, here’s my contact information.

You: I want to give you some insight about my criteria. For the credibility package that I’m
sending you, I can afford a property of $__________k per door; three to four units is something I
can work with. Do you have any deals in that market that fits that model?

Agent: Will probably say: “I’ll have to check my inventory.”

You: Okay, just to give you more insight, I like buying deals on the _________side of town. It’s
my sweet spot; blue collar workers, and or Sect-8 tenants are great.

You: So how long have you been doing this for?

Agent responds.

You: Oh, really? How do you like working with __________ company/ agency?

Agent responds.

You: Oh, for real? What’s a bigger game for you?

Agent responds.
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You: Oh, you want to get into _________.

Agent responds.

You: Hey _________, before we end the call, I just want to be able to follow up with you, to
touch base on occasion to see if you have any more deals in your inventory, if that’s fine with
you. If you don’t have any now, no worries.

Agent responds.

Thank the agent and End the call.
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